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He has fought the fight, and run the race. But the enemies never stop coming, and the race has no

finish line. It has been three months since Captain Lee Harden found the survivors at Camp Ryder.

With winter looming, Lee is on the verge of establishing Camp Ryder as a hub of safety and stability

in the region. But not everyone agrees with Lee's mission... or his methods. Growing tensions

between camp leadership are coming to a head, and as Lee struggles amid the dissention and

controversy, new revelations about the infected threaten to destroy everything he has worked for.

The Remaining: Refugees is the third book in the best-selling The Remaining series.
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All the "Remaining" books of the series are very well written; the best I have encountered so far and

far ahead of anything else out there. There is no wasted space in the writing, not filler or

nonessential commentary. It is tightly action packed so much so that instead of waiting for the

action, one is finally relieved when there is a breather. The author is also excellent at creating

suspense; he leaves you one cliff after another. The writing is very gritty and the author is very well

acquainted with weapons and various aspects of the military; the result is a realistic feel to it all. I

particularly admired the author's elimination of any romantic views of a possible collapse of

civilization that can leak into this genera; this is a world you never want to see or be a part of. He

puts you right there and it is a frightening place with no refuge, no time out or place for R&R. He

also includes the fractured attitudes of the survivors: all the dissention, conniving and power

struggles of humans also survives. Lastly, the author also includes both the more heroic aspects of



human behavior as well as the flaws that make us real.

Just finished The Remaining: RefugeesTOTALLY blew me away. I think this is the best book so far

of the three. But I may have thought that about each of the previous books too ;)D. J. Molles just

keeps surprising us time after time; book after book. When I think I can't get any more engrossed in

a series, the next book comes out.I hate spoilers, so I won't be able to go into this book too much. I

will just say this.....I CAN NOT BELIEVE THE ENDING!!!It picks up IMMEDIATELY at the end of

Book 2Â The Remaining: AftermathÂ I love the way each book is just a continuation of the previous

book. Not a lot of time elapsed ( story-wise ) if at all.The best advice I could give someone new to

this series is...Get all the books and read them one after the other! The wait between books can be

hazardous for your health! :DI feel the best thing is, most of the people involved are just your

every-day, run-of-the-mill folks that have had their world torn apart and are just trying the best they

know how to survive and make a new world for those left. There are no Tier one operators or

SpecOps guys. The closest to that is 1 guy, prepared and trained for "rescue and rebuild"...helping

the civilians he finds..teaching them how to survive and rebuild society after an apocalypse. And this

guy isn't Superman, he comes with the same doubts and fears "normal" people have. All he has

going for him is his love of country and devotion to the mission.This is an OUTSTANDING

SERIES....I just wish I didn't have to wait so long for book 4 to come out.Do yourself a huge favor

and get this whole series. You'll thank yourself laterBook 1Â The Remaining

The story continues in another exciting chapter in Refugees. The author continues to expand the

universe of Captain Harden and fills it with a cast of interesting characters. As always there are

some very intense scenes, non stop action and heartbreak for Lee and for us the dear reader. It will

be interesting to see D.J. Molles takes the story from here. Hopefully there is some hope and

happiness in Lee's future.

Just when I think things can't get any worse, it does! I don't know how much more my heart can take

of this suspenseful series. Of course I loved it, but at the same time, this book almost drove me

insane with emotions. At one part I had to put the book down and walk away. It's so frustrating,

intense, and so good! Things just seem to always take a turn for the worse for Captain Lee Harden.

This guy just can't catch a break.D.J. Molles always throws me for a loop with plot twists that I never

see coming. Just when I think I have it figured out, BOOM! It changes. The infected are another

twist I didn't see coming either. No one expects them to change and adapt as fast as they are. No



one expects them to live and start surviving. But they do. New information has everyone on edge

and new/old enemies surface. I can honestly say I hate on character in particular. This guy, and if

you've read any of this series you'll know exactly whom I'm referring too, is such a problem for

everyone. I can see only two outcomes to taking care of him, but knowing how D.J. writes, I may be

surprised again.I really didn't know how things would end in this book, so I had to start book 4. I'm

officially an addict for this series. I cannot express how awesome these books are. You just have to

read them and see for yourself. I know I'm still reeling at the ending, and I'm kind of scared to know

what will come next! Highly recommend reading!

D.J. Molles has written one of the best Zompoc series that you will ever have the pleasure to read.

The Remaining Series delivers some of the most gut clenching, and I might add heart wrenching

writing that I have run across in quite a while. Molles was able to craft a great mix of dread induced

28 Days Later style zombie terror, with adrenalin infused, realistic military action. In this third book of

the six book series (plus two novellas), "It has been three months since Captain Lee Harden found

the survivors at Camp Ryder. With winter looming, Lee is on the verge of establishing Camp Ryder

as a hub of safety and stability in the region. But not everyone agrees with Lee's mission...or his

methods. Growing tensions between camp leadership are coming to a head, and as Lee struggles

amid the dissention and controversy, new revelations about the infected threaten to destroy

everything he has worked for."My only regret about The Remaining Series is that I discovered it

shortly after the first novel was written, instead of waiting until the series was completed. If I'd found

it after Book Six was published, I could have ingested it all in one great binge of literary

entertainment. Do yourself a big favor and buy all six novels plus the two novellas, take a week of

vacation, and immerse yourself in the world of The Remaining. You'll be incredibly happy you did!
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